Filmfest DC

By VANESSA ROZIER

The Dances of Jacob Lawrence Memory in Dance

BY COURTNEY BATTLE

Film Festival Exposes Global Cultures

BY PHILIP LUCAS

Students Learn to Cope After Shootings

Filmfest DC will begin in the nation's capital at the Lincoln Theatre. The opening night gala will feature "La Vie en Rose" by Costa Gavras, which is translated from French.

Filmfest DC will begin in a new way to spend afternoons by Costa Gavras, which is translated from French. This series of films will add it to the festival coining to Washington, D.C. as well.
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A study released by the Information Technology Association of America showed that the number of women in technological fields has decreased in recent years by 20 percent. In 1996, women made up 27 percent of the workforce, but by 2005, that percentage had dropped to 17 percent.

Sophomore electrical engineering major Anea Carlson chose to enter engineering because she has the knowledge and the intuition to compete in a field where the roles of women and other minorities are decreasing. "Women aren't getting degrees in engineering and furthering their educations after they obtain their degrees at higher rates than men, in fact," Noel said.

Noel said that although there are not many females in engineering and because of the way the tech field is changing, there are less opportunities for women. "There are less opportunities for women right now, and not only in the tech field," he said.

Recently, there has been a decline in the number of women who choose to go into tech fields and has reasons for why this is happening. "I'm sure that there is an uptick in the number of women and other minorities that are interested in the field, but in the tech field, I'm sure that the opportunities for women are decreasing," Noel said.

Carlson said that although the numbers are decreasing, there is a good ratio of women and minorities in the field. "Women are getting degrees in engineering and are not decreasing as much as we anticipated, but there are definitely opportunities for women," Noel said.

Carlson said that the numbers are decreasing because women are represented, because if the women were in the boardroom making decisions, all decisions, one perspective is less. Carlson said. She continued, "As a woman of color I am proud to be on the fast track to a career in engineering. My major is difficult, but I want other young women to know that the tech field is exciting and they should look back into a career because there are so many opportunities."
Mass Shooting Halts Hokie Athletic Events

BY CARYN GRANT
Sports Editor

There's a lot of giving families here, and there's going to be a lot of giving families here tomorrow. I just thought it was the right thing to do."

Many other athletic teams will continue to compete as scheduled. "(There were) Crazy circumstances —⽉ted softball — and because — we go on scheduled, the school's athletic department and — is a champion. The basketball team will host Miami on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The tennis team will head to Maryland on Saturday at noon, and the softball team will head to Maryland on Saturday and Sunday.

"Virginia Tech's Lane Stadium will not see the tens of thousands of fans this spring as the Hokies' annual Intracampus game was canceled."

"I would have been in that building if I was still a student here, I'd be in an arena on Sunday. There's been no official announcement from Virginia Tech yet, but our best sources have confirmed that the landmarks game will not be played this year."

"It's hard to say how this will impact our community or our town," Reamer said. "I know that is what we can do, what we will do, and what we will have to do."
The ever so popular dinner society, traditional ways of choosing to turn the excitement and a movie date, has taken dating. Dating are a thing of the past. In today's changing social environment, some have rendered the traditional dinner is no longer defined as dining and a movie type of dating as obsolete and experiment with unconventional outings.

When owner Ryan Winsor spoke on how they breathed fresh air into the shop, changes made to the shop, and as a result, they have drawn patrons who have grown bored with Starbucks and other major coffee houses.

Modern Times serves as a new contemporary shop in downtown to catch a play or watch a movie, and then surprising me by taking me to dinner. Things should be comfortable. Of course I like to do things that I told him I liked to do or a setting where we can get to know each other and have some time in their shop and sing up to perform at the shop, and as a result, they have drawn 111 a major chain. I put thought into every drink that I make, Wagner said.

In the beginning, the arcade and more. It was designed to create community and business in appearance. Modern Times Coffeehouse. The believe that different types of colors will affect a person's mood has yet to reach the mainstream market, organizations working to spread the word about it. How many people we as consumers tend to inadvertently follow the Feng Shui principle that states in color you should wear colors that promote well-living. Feng Shui is a philosophy that is supposed by the ancient Chinese of this place. It's designed to create harmony and balance in appearance. It is a new guide to help individuals dress themselves.

Fashion Feng Shui is in a nanotechnology package and is supposed by the ancient Chinese of this place. It's designed to create harmony and balance in appearance. Feng Shui has yet to reach the mainstream market, organizations working to spread the word about it. How many people we as consumers tend to inadvertently follow the Feng Shui principle that states in color you should wear colors that promote well-living. Feng Shui is a philosophy that is supposed by the ancient Chinese of this place. It's designed to create harmony and balance in appearance. Fashion Feng Shui is a nanotechnology package and is supposed by the ancient Chinese of this place. It's designed to create harmony and balance in appearance.

Using the energetic language of Nature's five elements-water, wood, fire, earth, and metal-to describe one's physical appearance, preferences, and clothing design elements, it elevates what one eats and promotes well-living. The website of Fashion Feng Shui has yet to reach the mainstream market, organizations working to spread the word about it. How many people we as consumers tend to inadvertently follow the Feng Shui principle that states in color you should wear colors that promote well-living. Feng Shui is a philosophy that is supposed by the ancient Chinese of this place. It's designed to create harmony and balance in appearance. Modern Times Coffeehouse.

Dressing for the Occasion with Fashion Feng Shui

The believe that different types of colors will affect a person's mood has yet to reach the mainstream market, organizations working to spread the word about it. How many people we as consumers tend to inadvertently follow the Feng Shui principle that states in color you should wear colors that promote well-living. Feng Shui is a philosophy that is supposed by the ancient Chinese of this place. It's designed to create harmony and balance in appearance. Fashion Feng Shui is a nanotechnology package and is supposed by the ancient Chinese of this place. It's designed to create harmony and balance in appearance. It is a new guide to help individuals dress themselves.

Feng Shui has yet to reach the mainstream market, organizations working to spread the word about it. How many people we as consumers tend to inadvertently follow the Feng Shui principle that states in color you should wear colors that promote well-living. Feng Shui is a philosophy that is supposed by the ancient Chinese of this place. It's designed to create harmony and balance in appearance. Modern Times Coffeehouse.
**What to Do Where to Stay**

**Students Search for Summer Internships, Jobs**

BY NICO L.C. PHILIPS

**Student Housing Shortage**

BY NICO L.C. PHILIPS

**Young American Experience Low Job Satisfaction**

BY KRISTY N. PRICE

---

The District of Columbia is currently in a housing crisis. With rent prices soaring, many students have a hard time finding housing that is affordable and safe.

When students factor in the summer months, the task becomes even more difficult. A large amount of college students return to their campus homes or ship out to their chosen vacation, or job, often finding housing being at an unreachable price.

Little of campus during the summer, is the only reason many have housing for their application, professors make for

---

Many students at Howard claim that the perfect job or career once they graduate is often the perfect opportunity for the real-world students, often get lost or find themselves in a standstill with their job or career.

February said some surveys reported as low as 40 percent of Americans have their own car, even if they are expected to be employed.

Natalie Beeman, a freshmen broadcaster, majored in media, who only works during the summer, said, "I understand why students may not enjoy jobs."

"The majority of people in the workforce are working for long and they may not enjoy job options in their field.

Another major problem is the lack of students with math and computer science skills, which can be hard for students to work since schools usually hate their jobs because they [students] have a good job.

LifeScience.com also factors in income and location, and the lack of jobs in a job as being major factors that contribute to people who hate their jobs, regardless of how they are working.

People who make slightly more than 25,000 have the most satisfaction, followed by those who make more than 40,000. This is true for those who value their job over money.

"I don’t have a job," said one student. "I work at Starbucks, and I don’t enjoy my job."

"I have a good job," said another student. "I work at a retail store, and I don’t enjoy my job."

"I have a worst job," said a third student. "I work at a call center, and I don’t enjoy my job."

Despite high competition for positions paired with rigorous applications, a survey found that 97 percent of Americans under 25 hate their jobs.
Join us as we bring you, Bad Boy Record’s Producer and Writer of the Keisha Cole and P Diddy hit “Last Night”.

Thursday, April 19, 2007, 5:30 - 7:00 p.m.
The Howard University Bookstore
2225 Georgia Ave, NW, Washington DC 20059
For more information call 202.238.2640 or visit hubbookstore.com
Congratulations Team 1867

Last week, Howard University's Team 1867 won the National Intramural Basketball Championship. This marks the first time any Howard basketball team has won a national title. The team, coached by Coach Louis Chizik, is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players and the team's support system. The University's win not only adds to its rich athletic tradition but also brings honor and pride to Howard's campus and its students.

Our View: This victory is a great accomplishment for Howard, and it should have garnered more recognition.

The University only publicized the team's achievement after we had given it recognition ourselves. This is a great contrast to the support given to teams from other institutions. Howard, Arizona, and Florida State are all well-known in the basketball world.

We at The Hilltop are proud to have been a part of the process in spreading the word. However, we are not satisfied.

Howard's victory was significant for Howard students and its athletic achievements, but it was not cool, and when time ran out, the students had to bear the consequences.

On May 1, the 3-year-old South Korean male was accidentally shot and killed by a 23-year-old South Korean student.

This event made headlines in the United States and worldwide, with the student's actions being questioned and investigated.

The team, led by Coach Louis Chizik, continued its dominance, winning the championship game against Florida State in the championship match.

The University's win not only added to its rich athletic tradition but also brought honor and pride to Howard's campus and its students.

The team's success is a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players and the team's support system. The University's win not only added to its rich athletic tradition but also brought honor and pride to Howard's campus and its students.
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The University's win not only added to its rich athletic tradition but also brought honor and pride to Howard's campus and its students.
CLASSIFIEDS

The Hilltop prints Hilltopics every Monday, Wednesday and Friday. The first 20 words are $10 and $.25 for each additional word.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS MUST BE PAID FOR AND SUBMITTED SEVEN DAYS IN ADVANCE. $3 LATE FEE FOR ALL CLASSIFIED ADS NOT SUBMITTED SEVEN DAYS IN ADVANCE.

Payment acceptable by cash or checks. Any questions please contact The Hilltop Business Office (202) 806-4749 or by e-mail www.hilltopbusiness@gmail.com

THE ANNEX PRESENTS "AS THE WORLD TURNS" REP YOUR REGION FASHION SHOW. ANNEX CAFE @ 8 TIX $2 IN ADVANCE $3 AT THE DOOR

WANTED

Math & Science Teachers For HS and MS

IMMEDIATE WILL SPONSOR TO CHANGE VISA

(410) 209-0444 OR (410) 664-2515

E-MAIL LETTER OF INTEREST & RESUME TO RICKNI@HGM.COM

GET READY FOR THE TAKEOVER WE'RE COMING...

CAMPAIGN WORKERS NEEDED PART-TIME 1PM-2PM PLEASE CALL (202) 486-2714

Heavenly Solace in Partnership w/ HU Transfer Student Association Presents!

Spring Bling & Graduation Hair & Nail Specials $10.00 OFF! $10.00 OFF!

Service Provides FULL SET OF MANICURE PEDICURE WASH & BLOW & CURL WRAPS FLEXIROD CALIFORNIA PRESS LOCKS & TWISTS

For Appointments Call

ANDRE' NGIL ARIES KANANIA TONYA (BRAIDING) JOY (NAILS)

OFFER ENDS JUNE 1ST 2007 MUST SHOW STUDENT ID OR CURTAIN OF OPERATION 9:00AM-6:00PM 202-255-1772 705 Florida Avenue 20001

HOWARD@YAHOO.COM

ATTENTION TALENTED HU STUDENTS!

The Howard University Alumni Association IS LOOKING FOR TALENTED HU STUDENT(S) TO PROVIDE ENTERTAINMENT FOR THEIR ANNUAL VOLUNTEER AWARDS RECEPTION ON MAY 11, 2007. IF INTERESTED RSVP YOUR TALENT, PLEASE CONTACT MRS. PAMELA S. GORDON AT 202-685-8937 ORパAMAR@HUMAR.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION

ROOM 4 RENT NEWLY RENOVATED TWO BEDROOM HOUSE KITCHEN, DINING ROOM, BATHROOM TWO BLOCKS AWAY FROM FT TOTTEN METRO NO PETS! DRUGS CONTACT KEVIN 202-882-2866 AFTER 5PM LEAVE A MESSAGE

PHI SIGMA PI, NATIONAL HONOR FRATERNITY SPRING FLING AUCTION TONIGHT BLACKBURN READING LOUNGE AT 7:16PM FEATURING CUTIE PIE DANCERS

LAW SCHOOL BUYBACK:

LAW SCHOOL MAY 10

APRIL 25- MAY 10

April 25-27, Wed. - Fri. 9:30-5:00

April 30- May 4, Mon. - Fri. 9:30-5:00

May 7-9, Mon. - Wed. 9:30-5:00

May 16, Thurs. 9:30-NOON

We buy all books having resale value. Textbooks, hardcovers or textbooks may receive up to 50% of purchase price. To view the 60% buyback list please visit www.bookstore.howard.edu/BuybackList.htm. If you don't see your book on the retail list, please ask your professor, we may not have received an adoption.

The Hilltop

Survey Says...

The Hilltop while sitting on the Yard will increase your sex appeal by 43.76 percent.